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to be strongly governed or it will destroy the economy of
he household. Only a commun ity of tough conservative
bit can master it.
he South did not become industrialized; she did not
repa the damage to her old establishment, either, and it
was i ~, art because she did not try hard enough. Hers i~
the case to cite when we would show how the good life
depends
an adequate pioneering, and how the pioncerust be kept ready for call when the establishment needs erhauling. The Southern tradition came to
look rather pi ble in its persistence when the twentieth
century had arr ed, for the establishment was quite depreciated. Unrege crate Southerners were trying to live
the good life on a ' abby equipment, and they were grotesque in their effort t make an art out of living when they
were not decently iii king the living. In the country
districts great numbers
these broken-down Southerners
are still to be seen in pat le<l blue-jeans, sitting on ancestral fences, shotguns across their l:ips and hound-dogs at
their feet, surveying their un empt acres while they comment shrewdly on the ways o God. It is their defect that
they have driven a too easy, an
manly bargain with nature, and that their a:stheticism is h, se<l on insufficient labor.
But there is something heroic, am here may prove to be
yet something very valuable to the Vr 'on, in their extreme
attachment to a certain theory of life.
ey have kept up a
faith which was on the point of pc: 'shing from this
continent.
Of course it was only after the Civil War hat the North
and the South came to stand in polar oppo 'tion to each

And now the crisis Ill the South's decline h;is been
reached.
Industrialism has arrived in the South. Already the local
chambers of commerce exhibit the formida ble data of
Southern progress. A considerable party of Southern opinion, which might be called the New South party, is well
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Immediately after Appomattox it was impossible for
the So th to resume even that give-and-take of ideas which
had mar ed her ante-bellmn relations with the North. She
was orTere such terms that acquiescence would have been
abject. She re :ted within her borders in rage :ind helcl the
minimum of co merce with the enemy. Persecution intensified her traditio and made the South more solid and
more Southern in th e:tr 1875, or thereahouts, than ever
before. When the opp s~ion was left orT, naturally her
guard relaxed. But tl1oug the period of persecution had
not been long, nevertheless ie Southern tradition found
itself then the less capable of
iting gracefully with the
life of the Union; for th:H life in the meantime ha cl been
moving on in an opposite direction. 'he Americ:rn progressive principle was like a Lall rolling own the hill with
an increasing momentum, and Ly 1890 . 1900 it was cle;ir
to any intelligent Southerner that it ~'! a principle of
boundless aggression ag:iinst nature whith rn11lcl hardly
offer much to a society devoted to the arts of, I ace.
But to keep on living shabbily on an insuffi< nt patrimony is to decline, both physically and spirittla y. The
South declined.
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pleased with the recent industrial accomplishments of the
South and anxious for many more. Southerners of another
school, who might be said to compose an Old South party,
are apprehensive lest the section become completely and uncritically devoted to the industrial ideal precisely as the
other sections of the Union are. But reconstruction is actually under way. Tied politically and economically to the
Union, her borders wholly violable, the South now sees very
well that she can restore her prosperity only within the
competition of an industrial system.
After the war the Southern plantations were often broken
up into small farms. These have yielded kss and less of
a Jiving, and it said that they will never yield a good living until once more they are integrated into large units.
But these units will be industrial units, controlled by a
board of directors or an executive rather than a squire,
worked with machinery, and manned not by farmers living
at home, but by " labor." Even so chey will not, according to
Mr. Henry Ford, support the population that wants to live
on them. In the off seasons the laborers will have to work
in factories, which henceforth are to be counted on as
among the charming features of Southern landscape. The
Southern problem is complicated, but at its center is the
farmer's problem, and this problem is simply the most
acute version of that general agrarian problem which inspires the despair of many thoughtful Americans toe.lay.
The agrarian discontent in America i~ deeply grounded
in the love of the tiller for the soil, which is probably, it
must be confessed, not peculiar to the Southern specimen,
but one of the more ineradicable human attachments, be

the tiller as progressive as he may. In proposing to wean
men from this fool ish attachment, industrialism sets itself
against the most ancient and the most humane of all the
modes of human livelihood. Do Mr. Hoover and the distinguished thinkers at Washington sec how essential is the
mutual hatred between the industrialists and the farmers,
and how mortal is their conflict? The gentlemen at Washington are mostly preaching and legislating to secure the
fabulous "blessings" of industrial progress; they are on the
intlustrial side. The industrialists have a doctrine which is
monstrous, but they are not monsters personally; they are
forward-lookers with nice manners, and no American progressivist is against them. The farmers are boorish and inarticulate by comparison. Progressivism is against them in
their fight, though their traditional status is still so strong
that soft words arc still spoken to them. All the solutions
recommended for their difficuhies are really enticements
held out to chem to become a little mure cooverative, more
mechanical, more mobile-in short, a little more industrialized. But the farmer who is not a mere laborer, even the
farmer of the comparatively new places like Iowa and Nebraska, is necessarily among the more stable anti less progressive clements of society. Ile ref uses to mobilize himself
and become a unit in the industria l army, because he docs
not :lpprove of :mny life.
I will use some terms which :ire hardly in his vernacular.
He identifies himself with a spot of ground, and this
ground carries a good deal of meaning; it defines itself for
him as nature. He would till it not too hurriedly and not
too mechanically to observe in it the contingency and the
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infinitude of nature; and so his life acquires its philosophical and even its cosmic consciousness. A man can contemplate and explore, respect and love, an object as substantial
as a farm or a native province. But he cannot contemplate
nor explore, respect nor love, a mere turnover, such as an
assemblage of "natural resources," a pile of money, a volume of produce, a mark et, or a credit system. It is into
precisely these intangibles that industrialism would translate the farmer's farm. It means the dehumanization of
his life.
However that may be, the South at last, looking defensively about her in all directions upon an industrial world,
fingers the weapons of industrialism. There is one powerful
voice in the South which, tire<l of a long status of disrepute,
would see the South made at once into a section second to
none in wealth, as that is statistically reckoned, and in progressiveness, as that might be estimated by tlie rapidity
of the industrial turnover. This desire offends those who
would still like to regard the South as, in the old sense, a
home; but its expression is loud and insistent. The urban
South, with its heavy importatio n of regular American ways
and regular American citizens, has nearly capitulated to
these novelties. It is the village South and the rural South
which supply the resistance, and it is lucky for them that
they represent a vast quantity of inertia.
Will the Southern establishment, the most substantial
exhibit on this continent of a society of the European and
historic order, be completely crumbled hy the powerful
acid of the Great Progressive Principle? Will there be no
more looking backward but only looking forward i' Is our
( 2.0 )
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New World to be dedicated forever to the doctrine of
newnessi'
It is in the interest of America as a whole, as well as in
the interest of the South, that these questions press for an
answer. I wiJI enter here the most important items of the
situation as well as I can; doubtless they will appear a little
over-sharpened for the sake of exhibition.
( 1) The intention of Americans at large appears now
to be what it was always in danger of becoming: an intention of being infinitely progressive. nut this intention cannot permit of an established order of human existence, and
of that leisure which conditions the life of intelligence and
the arts.
(2) The old South, if it must be defined in a word, practiced the contrary and European philosophy of establishment as the foundation of the life of the spirit. The
ante-helium Union possessed, to say the least, a wholesome
variety of doctrine.
(3) Dut the South was defeated by the Union on the
battlefield with remarkable decisiveness, and the two consequences have been <lire: the Southern tradition was physically impaired, and has ever since been unable to offer an
attractive example of its philosophy in action; and the
American progressive principle ha~ developed into a pure
industrialism without any check from a Southern minority
whose voice ce:ise<l to m:ike itself heard.
(4) The further survival of the Southern tradition as a
detached local remnant is now uolikcly. It is agreed th:it
the South must make contact again with the Union. And
in adapting itself to the actual state of the Union, the
( 2.I )
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Southern tradition will have to consent to a certain industrialization of its own.
(5) The question at issue is whether the South will permit herself to be so industrialized as to lose entirely her historic identity, and to remove the last substantial barrier
that has stood in the way of American progressivism; or
will accept industrialism, but with a very bad grace, and
will manage to maintain a good deal of her traditional
philosophy.
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The hope which is inherent in the situation is evident
from the ter
in which it is stated. The South must be
industrialized- t to a certain extent only, in moderation.
The program wn·
now engages the Southern leaders is
to see how the So
may handle this fire without being
burnt badly. The So
at last is to be physically reconstructed; but it will b
tal if the South should conceive
it as her duty to be rege
with a totally different orien ·on toward life.
Fortunately, the Southern p
am does not have to be
perfectly vague. There are at leas t o definite lines, along
either of which an intelligent Sou 1 n policy may move
in the right general direction; it may e en move back and
forth between them and still advance.
The first course would be for the So ern leaders to
arouse the sectional feeling of the South to i 1ighcst pitch
of excitement in defense of all the old ways th are threatened. It might seem ungrateful to the kind in 1strialists
to accept their handsome services in such a churh. spirit.

But if one thing is more certain than another, it is that
these entlemen will not pine away in their discourage.
ment;
y have an inextinguishable enthusiasm for their
r6le. Th a titude that needs artificial respiration is the attitude of res . t cc on the part of the natives to the salesmen
of industriali
It will be fiercest and roost effective if industrialism is r
sented to the Southern people as-what
it undoubtedly is
the most part-a foreign invasion of
Sour.hem soil, whic
capable of doing more devastation
Sherman marched to the sea.
than was wrought
From this point of view i 'II be a great gain if the usuallypeaceful invasion forgets it I ow and then, is less peaceful, and commits indiscretion
e native and the invader
will be sure to come to an occ sio al clash, and that will
offer the chance to revive ancient n !most forgotten animosities. It will be in order to proc im o Southerners that
the carpet-baggers are again in their id . And it will be
well to seize upon and advertise certain
communities as horrible examples of a w
-not failing to point out the human ca astr he which
mm nity beoccurs when a Southern village or rural
comes the cheap labor of a miserable facto sy em. It
will be a little bit harder to impress the peop e wi l the
fact that the new so-called industrial "slavery" sten not
only upon the poor, but upon the middle and belt r cla es
of society, too. To make this point it may be nece. sary
revive such an antiquity as the old Southern gen eman
and his lady, and their scorn for the dollar-chasers.
Such a policy as this would show decidedly a sense of
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